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… and be INSPIRED



Think of a good boss that you had before. What 

makes him a good boss? 

Think of a bad boss that you had before. What 

makes him a bad boss? 
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Leaders are increasingly inundated with CHANGES

What CHANGES are you experiencing in UPM 
and the tertiary education industry?
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Foresight or futurism is a very broad and not 

well-known field of study that is dedicated to 

identifying trends, defining models and 

scenarios, and, in general, trying to glimpse 

where the world is heading.

BANI

- BrittleB
the kind of illusive fortress that seemingly solid systems have but which

can easily crumble. Examples of this are countries who are rich due to

the exploitation of a natural resource that collapse with price fluctuations

- AnxiousA
the anxiety caused by continuous changes. This anxiety can lead to

passivity when you feel that changes are an avalanche and that there

is no way to influence them

- NonlinearN
the disconnection and disproportion between cause and effect. We may 

now be seeing the impact on the climate as a result of actions taken 40 

years ago; could these consequences have been predicted then?

- IncomprehensibleI
the consequence of excess information and its often counterintuitive 

nature (like what occurs when AI or Big Data intervenes).
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CONSUMER 
PREFERENCE

SUSTAINABILITY 
& ENVIRONMENT

TECHNOLOGY 
ADVANCES

EMPLOYEE DEMOGRAPHICS
D&I

COVID 19 
PANDEMIC

External shifts affecting organisations require different leadership … 
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Our employees have shifted their aspirations and wishes…

I want to be in 
control of what I 

perform & do

I want more 
coaching from my 

boss to perform 
better

I want my job to be more 
purposeful and 

connected to the wider 
organization

I want to  gain new 
skills that will 

contribute to my 
career success





Successful On-the-Job Performance

Factors EXTERNAL to 
organisation

Factors INTERNAL to 
organisation

Factors EXTERNAL to 
individuals

Factors outside the 

control of anyone in 

the organisation e.g. 

economic, political 

and govt regulations

Factors within the control of 

management and the 

organisation

• Clarity of Roles & 

Expectations

• Coaching & Reinforcement

• Incentives

• Work Systems & Processes

• Access to information, 

People, Tools & Job Aids

Factors within individuals that 

ensure they are capable of 

performing as needed

• Skills & Knowledge

• Inherent Capability
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WHO is a Leader?
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RO – TI – BAL - DEP

REACH OUT

TAKE 
INITIATIVE

BE A LEADER

DEVELOP 
PEOPLE
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The Skills to Lead Transformation: The Influence Model

Internal

Source: McKinsey
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The Influence Model: What the data says
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% of transformation that were 
very or extremely successful

Transformation with 
compelling ‘change 
story’ 

Transformation with no 
‘change story’ 

68

18

% of transformation that were 
very or extremely successful

Transformations where 
the company invested a 
great deal in developing 
leaders through the 
transformation 

Transformation where 
the company did  not 
invest in developing 
leader

63

26

% of transformation that were 
very or extremely successful

Transformations where 
leaders role-modeled the 
change 

Transformation where 
leaders did not role-
model the change 

66

16

% of transformation that were 
very or extremely successful

Transformations where 
change was reinforced 
using targets & incentives

Transformation where no 
targets or incentives 
were used to reinforce 
the change

77

18
Source: McKinsey
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Stories in a Leadership Point of View…

Who am I story
Who are
we story

Where are
we going

story

How do
we win?

• Personal 
experiences

• Personalised
point of view / 
values

• Raison D’etre

• Business
• Functional Areas

• Case for change 
(Context)

• Where are we 
going (Direction)

• How will we get 
there?
(Alignment)

• How to energize 
people to win 
(Commitment)

Internal



Story Answers the following questions…

Who am I?
• Self-introduction
• Stories of work experiences 

Who are we?
• What is our business? 
• Why do we exist? (Raison D’etre)

Where are we going?

Context
• What is the case for change?
• What is the current environment we are faced with?
• Why do we need to change? 

What are the implications if we don’t change?

Direction
• How do we grow and sustain our business for today and tomorrow?
• What specific strategies are needed?

How do we win? 

Alignment
• What actions will we need to take to get there? 
• What behaviors do we need to demonstrate? 

Commitment 
• How to foster understanding and conviction?
• What benefits will both the employees and the organization be able to reap as a result of achieving 

the aspired goals?
• How do we ensure that everyone is personally invested in the organization success? 

Leadership Point of View Framework

Internal
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PETRONAS Leaders Develop Leaders embed in PLC Leadership 
Program

Internal
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PETRONAS Leaders Develop Leaders has been developed from 
proven research and best practices of top global companies

Internal

Sources: (1) PETRONAS Leadership Competencies

(2) Betof, E. (2009) ‘Leaders as Teachers’

1.Leaders Develop Leaders is a structured and systematic approach
for experienced leaders to develop themselves while they guide,
coach and facilitate emerging leaders to achieve business results
and thus build a proactive leadership development culture in
PETRONAS.

2. Guiding Principles:

• PETRONAS leaders proactively develop self and others.
• Leaders develop others at their own level of confidence and

competence.
• Strengthen the foundational behaviors identified in building a

high performance culture.
• Learners getting the insight and learn from the leaders’

experience.
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Five different platforms are available for leaders to develop self 
while developing others

Internal

Leaders Presence
Leaders create presence through 

advocating LDL through their 
involvement in learning and 

engagement events to display 
commitment on their subordinates’ 

development

Leaders Share
Leaders enhance their strategic 

storytelling skills through inspiring 
others with their leadership and 

business experience, lessons learnt 
and insights.

Leaders Coach
Leaders coach to sharpen their 

coaching skills and simultaneously 
guide and motivate their 

subordinates for performance

Leaders Facilitate
Leaders develop facilitation skills 
through accelerating participants’ 

learning by relating their PETRONAS 
working experiences alongside the 
conceptual framework of the topics 

or modules

Leaders Workout
Leaders champion, lead or facilitate 

cross-functional teams to resolve 
PETRONAS real business situations 

or issues and innovate value 
creations faster
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Pre-program During program Post-program

1. Leaders enrolment - map and 
secure leaders to LDL platform.

2. Leaders briefing - brief and 
share with the leaders on the 
following:
• Overview of program
• Overview of Leaders Develop 

Leaders (LDL)
• Overview of the session and 

leaders roles

3. Observe leaders anchoring 
on 6 Feedback Dimensions.

4. Observers and participants 
give feedback to leaders via 
PETRONAS Dot app by 
11.59pm of the same day 
as the LDL session. 

5. Observers give immediate 
verbal feedback to leaders.

6. Leaders will be able to view 
the feedback after 7.00am 
on the next day after the 
program

Leaders experience a consistent 3-step process to inculcate 
Leaders Develop Leaders practices

Internal
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CONFIDENTIAL

Internal

Pre - program

. 

Business HR/Program Owner 1. Business HR submit the 
LDL@Business plan & schedule to 
PLC .

2. Business HR/Program Owner brief 
leaders prior to respective 
LDL@Business session
• Program overview 
• Program expectation, leaders 

roles and information on 
participants

• Overview of Leaders Develop 
Leaders (LDL)

3. Business HR/Program Owner 
observe leader anchoring on 6 
Feedback Dimensions.

4. The Observer and participants 
give feedback to leaders via 
PETRONAS Dot app 

Note: LDL Feedback via Dot app shall 
be opened until 11.59pm of the 
same day of the LDL session. 

5. Observers give immediate 
verbal feedback to leaders

6. Leaders will be able to view the 
feedback after 7.00am on the 
next day after the program

PETRONAS Leadership Center (PLC) 1. PLC review and confirm 
LDL@Business plan

2. PLC conduct the upskilling session 
for Business HR and identified 
Business Leaders

3. PLC prepare and generate the 
leader’s poll code for respective 
session. 

Note: LDL team may be invited to 
observe the Business team in 
implementing the LDL session in 
order to ensure consistency of LDL 
practices at Business.

4. PLC generate and submit 
quarterly LDL reporting to      
Business HR 

Note: LDL and Business HR 
(Leadership Development team) 
shall have regular engagement to 
discuss on the implementation 
progress of LDL@Business 

During program Post - program

Overview of 3-step process for LDL@Business
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Question:
I observed the leader demonstrating these behaviours…

Distinctive Effective Developing Needs 
Development Not Applicable

1. Presence, Engaging and Motivating
• Authentic - true and candid
• Showed passion, enthusiasm and excitement to PETRONAS, the subject 

matter and the audience

O O O O O

2. Subject Matter Expert
• Contextualised the content and the subject to suit the learning needs 

and audience expectations
• Made personal connection to PETRONAS Statement of Purpose, 

Shared Values, Cultural Beliefs and business context 

O O O O O

3. Communication
• Communicated logically, structurally and in an inspiring manner
• Shared stories and gave practical examples

O O O O O

4. Build Rapport
• Encouraged involvement in discussion and activities
• Sought for and provided feedback

O O O O O

5. PETRONAS Cultural Belief
• Applied PETRONAS Cultural Beliefs (Results Matter, Own it!, Focused

Execution, Nurture Trust, Tell Me, or Shared Success)
• Applied Focused Feedback, Focused Storytelling, Focused Recognition

O O O O O

6. Call for Action
• Provided a safe environment for participants to  challenge norm and 

speak up
• Encouraged ownership and provided accountability for others to 

implement ideas

O O O O O

Part 1: LDL Rating via PETRONAS Dot app

Leaders will be provided with feedback based on the following areas
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What the leader has done well What the leader could do more

Part 2: LDL Verbatim via PETRONAS Dot app



‘Critical Reflection’ and ‘Rallying for Commitment’

• Do a critical self reflection on what transpired today using the 
following sequence:
o What? – What’s your observation during the session today?
o Now What? – How does it impact you?
o So What?  - What commitment can you personally make after 

leaving the session?
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My parting words….
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THANK YOU


